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Folding screens mean more
space for patients
A trial with Silentia’s folding screens revealed so many benefits
that the entire neurology department at Herlev Hospital has
now replaced all its curtain screens with folding screens. Besides
improving hygiene the screens from Silentia also free up more
space around the beds, and save a lot of wasted time in the
day-to-day routine.

Mona B. Andersen, nursing secretary in the
neurology department at Herlev Hospital.
She helped to test Silentia’s folding screens
for a planned extension to the emergency
admissions ward in autumn 2011.

COLLEAGUES HAD HEARD
ABOUT BENEFITS
“The traditional folding curtain screens took

“The main benefit is that the Silentia screens

screens, so we have more free space around

up so much space that they were taken off

are easy to pull out and push back. They

the patients. Another big advantage is

the ward when they were not in use. So

take up less space than folding curtain

that they are very easy to clean,” explains

every time we needed a folding screen we
had to trek along the corridors or go to
other wards to find a screen – if we could
find one free at all. That was a waste of time
for the staff and involved awkward manhandling of screens, so we were keen to find a
better solution when the time came to
extend the ward,” says Mona B. Andersen,
explaining how they came to test the
Silentia screens.
Colleagues in other departments had
already commented on the benefits of the
new screens, so in November 2012 the
neurology department scrapped all its
time- and space-consuming curtain screens
and is now the first department at Herlev to
use only wall-mounted folding screens.
Silentia supplied 23 folding screens,
each measuring 1.85 metres high and 2.25
metres long, a size that provides good
screening around patients. All the screens
are wall-mounted and positioned so that
they do not obstruct hoists or other

The folding screens are positioned so that they do not obstruct hoists or other equipment.
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equipment.
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5 BENEFITS OF SILENTIA
FOLDING SCREENS
1. Available in three variants: folding
screens, end screens and fixed screens.
2. The screen surfaces meet strict hygiene
requirements and are resistant to the
disinfectants that are used in hospitals.
3. Screens are available in a range of variants and sizes. They can be mounted
on walls, floors or existing equipment
– or on trolleys so that they are completely mobile.
4. Screens can be supplied in many
colours, with printed designs or a
logo, as required.
5. The screens have clean lines that harmonise with the working environment
and provide effective screening for
patients.
The trial in the emergency admissions ward quickly showed that the folding screens from Silentia fit in very
well with the daily routine.
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correctly.

to worry about where to find a screen. There
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is still space for our ceiling hoists, and when

Silentia’s screen system is a patented

requirements and withstand the disinfec-

we are not using the screens we can push

screening solution developed to

tants that are used in hospitals. The wheels

them against the wall so they are out of the

make life easier in hospitals, for the

can easily be removed and washed in a

way. The new screens are also a lot nicer

benefit of patients and staff. The
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than our flowery curtain screens, which

Swedish-made system has been a

easily got torn and stained. Now we have

huge success around the world since

a clean and simple look that is much more

its launch in 1990. The Danish arm of

pleasant,” says Mona B. Andersen.

Silentia is run by Henrik Fribo-Søn-

The smooth surfaces meet strict hygiene

SCREENS ARE ALWAYS
CLOSE TO HAND NOW

dergaard, and provides advice,

A wide cross-section of patients come to
the neurology emergency admissions ward
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delivery, installation of screens and

– men and women, young and old – and it is

Go to www.silentia.eu, where you can

instruction for staff.

important that staff can screen patients off

download a brochure about all our products
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